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Abstract-   The second order statistics plays a vital role in analyzing the time series. Periodogram technique is well known 

method to compute the second order statistics. This technique is exploited to compute the real time problems in computer 

science engineering and medicine. The autocorrelation function (ACF) for the time series of a chemical process and 

Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) are computed using C++ code, so as to compute the variance of said 

problems using periodogram technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE second order statistics plays a vital role in analyzing the time series data. In general, the second order statistics 

gives an idea about the variability and has real time applications in medicine and computer science engineering. In 

computer science engineering, it is found that network traffic like Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area Network 

(WAN), World Wide Web (WWW) traffic are self similar [1-3].These traffic can be fitted by Markovian Arrival 

Process (MAP) by equating the second order statistics of packet arrivals [4-5].The self similar traffic is modeled by 

equating the variance (second order statistics) of self similar traffic and that of Markov Modulated Poisson Process 

(MMPP), which is a particular case of MAP .That way, one could have MMPP emulating self-similar network 

traffic. It is indeed to verify whether the variance of time series generated by this fitted MMPP is same as that of self 

similar network traffic. We are on the way to compute the variance of MMPP time series using periodogram 

technique [6]. So far we could compute the autocorrelation function (ACF) of time series generated by MMPP. 

Similarly, time series of any real time problem can be subjected to second order statistics. For example, 

physiological eye changes during the course of pregnancy in I, II, and III trimester can be investigated by second 

order statistics [9-15]. 

       The detailed  work is organized as follows. In section 2, definitions and fundamentals are given. In section 3, 

periodogram technique and MMPP is discussed. In section 4, first, a real time problem of chemical process is 

illustrated and then MMPP time series is investigated. In section 5, some conclusions and remarks are given. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND FUNDAMENTALS

In this section, we shall give some definitions and fundamentals with regard to time series, stochastic process, 

periodogram technique and MMPP 

A. Time Series – 

       A time series is a set of observations generated sequentially in time. If the set is continuous, the time series is said
to be continuous. If the set is discrete the time series is said to be discrete.  

B. Deterministic time series – 

      If the future values of a time series are exactly determined by some mathematical function such as  

)2cos( ftzt

      the time series is said to be deterministic.  
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C. Deterministic time series Stochastic Process- 

A Statistical phenomenon that evolves in time according to probabilistic laws is called a stochastic process. The time 

series to be analyzed may then be thought of a particular realization produced by the underlying probability 

mechanism, of the system under study. In other words, in analyzing a time series we regard it as a realization of a 

stochastic process. 

D..Stationary stochastic process

A stochastic process is said to be strictly stationary if its properties are unaffected by a change of time origin, that is, 

if the joint probability distribution associated with m  observations 
mttt zzz ..,.........,

21
, made at any set of times 

nttt ,......, 21 is the same as that associated with m observations ktktkt m
zzz ,.........,

21
, made at times 

ktktkt m,......., 21 . Thus, for a discrete process to be strictly stationary, the joint distribution of any set of 

observations must be unaffected by shifting all the times of observation forward or backward by any integer 

amount k .

Mean and variance of process:  When 1m , the stationary assumption implies that the probability distribution 

tzp  is the same for all times t and may be written zp .  Hence the stochastic process has a constant mean  

                                             dzzpzzE t                                                                 (1) 

which defines the level about which it fluctuates, and a constant variance  

                                     
22

tz zE dzzpzt

2
                                           (2) 

which measures its spread about this time level. Since, the probability distribution zp  is same for all times .t Its

shape can be inferred by forming the histogram of the observations Nzzz ,..., 21 , making up the observed time 

series. In addition, the mean of the stochastic process can be estimated by the sample mean 

                                                 

N

t

tz
N

z
1

_ 1
                                                                                 (3) 

of the time series, and the variance 
2

z  of the stochastic process can be estimated by the sample variance of the time 

series.

                                    

N

t

tz zz
N 1

2
_^

2 1
                                                                           (4) 

E. Auto covariance and Auto correlation- 

 For given process, the covariance between tz  and its value ktz , is separated by k  intervals of time, which under 

the stationary assumption, must be the same for all t , is called the autocovariance at lag k  and is defined by 

                         kttkttk zzEzz ,cov      Kk .......3,2,1,0 .                           (5)                              
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Similarly, the auto correlation function at lag k is 

        
22

ktt

ktt
k

zEzE

zzE
                                                                                (6) 

                           
2

z

ktt zzE

Since, for a stationary process, the variance 0

2

z is the same at time t + k  as at time t . Thus the 

autocorrelation at lag k , that is the correlation between tz  and ktz , is 

                                              

0

k
k ,                                                                                                (7) 

which implies that 0 = 1. 

      The auto covariance coefficient k , at lag k , measures the covariance between two values tz  and ktz . The plot 

of k  versus the lag k  is called the auto covariance function k  of the stochastic process. Similarly, the plot of 

the auto covariance coefficient k  as a function of the lag k is called the autocorrelation function k  of the 

process. Note that the autocorrelation function is dimensionless, that is, independent of the scale of measurement of 

the time series. Since
2

zkk , knowledge of the autocorrelation function k  and of the variance 
2

z  is 

equivalent to knowledge of the auto covariance function k .

Sample estimate: Number of estimates of the autocorrelation function have been suggested [6] and it is concluded 

that the most satisfactory estimate of the 
thk lag autocorrelation k  is 

                                                  

o

k
k

c

c
r                                                                                                   (8) 

                   where      zzzz
N

c kt

kN

t

tk

1

1
 , Kk .......3,2,1,0 ,                                        (9) 

                                                 

 is the estimate of auto covariance k and z  is the sample mean of the time series. The values kr  in (8) may be 

called the sample auto correlation function.

III. PERIODGRAM TECHNIQUE AND MARKOV- MODULATED POISSON PROCESS

A. Periodgram technique: 

Amongst several methods to estimate the second order statistics of a time series, this is the one based on the 

assumption that it is made of sine and cosine waves with different frequencies. A device that uses this idea is 

periodogram. 
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            The variance of time series (stochastic process) tz  is given by 

2

1

0

2

0 )()( dffpzVar zt
   ,  

2

1
0 f ,                                                                 (10) 

where fp   is power spectrum given by 

          1

0 )2cos(22)]([
lim

)(
k

k fkfIE
N

fp   .                     (11) 

 The spectrum  fp  shows how the variance of a stochastic process is distributed between a continuous range of 

frequencies. 

In above   fI  = periodogram (or sample spectrum) shows how the variance of a series consisting of mixture of    

sines and cosines, is distributed between the various distinct harmonic frequencies and is given by 

          

1

0 )2cos(22)(
k

k fkccfI

                                                                 (12)

kkcE
N

][
lim

,

where     kc = the estimate of auto covariance function k

Thus is the sample spectrum is the Fourier cosine transform of the estimate of the auto covariance function k  . 

B. Markov- Modulated Poisson Process- 

Markov- Modulated Poisson Process is a doubly stochastic process in which the arrival rate is given by 

,tJ where tJ , 0t , is an m state Markov process. The arrival rate can there fore only '' m  values, 

namely 1 m.......2 .It can be equal to '' j  whenever the Markov process is in the state j, .1 mj An

interesting feature of MMPP s still is an MMPP. The MMPP is fully parameterized by the infinitesimal generator 

''Q   of the Markov process and the vector  = ( 1 m.......2 ) of the arrival rates. Let  be the diagonal matrix 

with jj = j , .1 mj  in the two state case,Q   and  are given as follows: 

                                          .,
2

1

22

11

o

o

cc

cc
Q

If we let tN  be the number of arrivals in (0, t ], for the stationary MMPP, the mean of  tN  is given below [7]  

                    tNE   = .
21

2112 t
cc

cc
              (13)

The variance of tN  is given as follows [7] 
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IV. ILLUSTRATIONS AND RESULT

A real time problem in chemical process-  

In this section, autocorrelation function (ACF) is computed for a data pertaining to    chemical process [6] using C++

program. Series of 70 consecutive yields from a batch chemical process were given below. 

Table -1 Experiment Result 

1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-70 

47 44 50 62 68 

64 80 71 44 38 

23 55 56 64 50 

71 37 74 43 60 

38 74 50 52 39 

64 51 58 58 59 

55 57 45 59 40 

41 50 54 55 57 

59 60 36 41 54 

48 45 54 53 23 

71 57 48 49   

35 55 55 34   

57 45 45 35   

40 25 57 54   

48 59 55 45   

 For 1k = ,  from  (8)  by calculating 1r for the first 10 values of the batch data from the  above table -1 the mean 

z of the 10 values in the table is 51, so the deviations about the mean are -4, 13,-28, 20,-13, 13, 4,-10,8 and -3. Thus 

from (9), we compute 

                        zzzz t

t

t 1

9

1

 = (-4) (13) + (13) (-28) +……..+ (8) (-3)   = -1497. 

Hence         1c  = 
10

1497   =   -149.7, we find that variance 0c = 189.6. Hence                                                           

oc

c
r 1

1 =
6.189

7.149
 = -0.79 
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The calculation above is made for illustration only. In practice, to obtain a useful estimate of the autocorrelation 

function, we would need at least 50 0bservations, and the estimated autocorrelations kr  would be calculated 

for Kk .......3,2,1,0 , where K was not larger than N/4 [6] .The first 15 values of kr , based on the entire series of 

70 observations are given below, which are computed by C++ program (Please refer the appendix –A).  

                                                   

Table -2 Auto correlation function 

                                                                   

                                                       

  Fig1. Estimated auto correlation function (ACF) for the batch data
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The estimated auto correlation function is characterized by correlations that alternate in sign and tend to damp out 

with increasing lag. Auto correlation functions of this kind are not uncommon in production data and can arise 

because of carryover effects. 

Markov- Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP)- 

With the fitting parameter of MMPP [8], first we have generated time series using MMPP adhoc simulator (Please 

refer the appendix –B). Then the autocorrelation function is computed using C++ code   (Please refer the appendix –

A), so as to compute the variance of time series using periodgram technique.

k rk k rk k rk

1 -0.39 6 -0.05 11 0.11 

2 0.3 7 0.04 12 -0.07 

3 -0.17 8 -0.04 13 0.15 

4 0.07 9 -0.01 14 0.04 

5 -0.1 10 0.01 15 -0.01 
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V. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS 

In this paper, we investigated a time series with second order statistics in terms of stationary stochastic process. A 

realistic problem has been taken from chemical process and ACF is computed. This kind of study is useful for our 

future work. In future work,  

1. First, we shall fit the Markov Modulated Poisson   Process (MMPP) that emulates real time stochastic process 

such as self-similar internet network traffic. 

2. Then we will have time series by simulating this MMPP generator. 

3. We shall compute the variance of this time series using periodogram technique explained in section -2. 

4. We shall see whether the variance of this time series is same as that of self- similar network traffic. 

5. If so, we will have MMPP analytical model to further analyze the self- similar network traffic. 

6. Moreover, at the same time periodogram technique will be exploited to investigate the problems related to 

medicine. 
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APPENDIX-A

// 

// Generator for counts of MMPP-2 

//

// 

// Usage: mmppagen l_1 l_2 w_1 w_2 seed slot intervals 

// l_i is arrival intensity in state i 

//  w_i is transition intensity from state i 

// slot is 

#include <math.h> 

#include <iostream.h> 

#include <fstream.h> 
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#include <stdlib.h> 

// Debug info 

//#define DE 

//Random generator state (seed) 

unsigned long int z = 1; 

//Parameters 

double lambda[2]; 

double  omega[2]; 

double      slot; 

unsigned long int intervalsToSimulate; 

//Times 

double timeToTransition; 

double timeToArrival; 

double timeToIntervalEnd; 

#ifdef DE 

double T=0; 

#endif 

//State 

int state; 

//Controls 

unsigned long int intervals; 

unsigned long int arrivals; 

//Events 

void transition(); 

void arrival(); 

void intervalEnd(); 

//Helpers 

void initialize(char* argv[]); 

void reset(); 

void adjustTimes( double aTime ); 

double myrand(); 

double negExp(double); 

APPENDIX-B 

// Periodgram of time series (auto correlation function) 

#define time_units 1000 

#define Nsamples   20 

int samplesize = 50; 

int sample[time_units]; 

long double sample_mean[Nsamples]; 

long double sample_var[Nsamples]; 

long double sample_covar[Nsamples]; 

long double sample_autocorr[Nsamples]; 

void mean(); 
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void variance(); 

void co_variance(); 

void auto_cor(); 

void display(); 

void main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

{

  if( argc < 8 ) 

  { 

    cerr << "Usage: mmppagen l_1 l_2 w_1 w_2 seed slot intervals" << endl; 

    exit(0); 

  } 

  reset(); 

  initialize(argv); 

  while( intervals<intervalsToSimulate ) 

  { 

    if( timeToArrival < timeToTransition && timeToArrival < timeToIntervalEnd ) 

    arrival(); 

    if( timeToTransition < timeToArrival && timeToTransition < timeToIntervalEnd ) 

    transition(); 

    if( timeToIntervalEnd < timeToArrival && timeToIntervalEnd < timeToTransition ) 

    intervalEnd(); 

  } 

  mean(); 

  variance(); 

  co_variance(); 

  display(); 

  auto_cor(); 

}

//Arrival event 

void arrival() 

{

  adjustTimes( timeToArrival ); 

  timeToArrival = negExp(lambda[state]); 

  arrivals++; 

  #ifdef DE 

  cerr << T << " arrival" << endl; 

  #endif 

}

//Transition event 

void transition() 

{

  adjustTimes( timeToTransition ); 

  state = !state; 

  timeToTransition = negExp( omega[state] ); 

  #ifdef DE 

  cerr << T << " transition: " << !state << "->" << state << endl; 

  #endif 

}

//Interval end event 

void intervalEnd() 
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{

  adjustTimes( timeToIntervalEnd ); 

  //cout<< arrivals << endl<<" --"<<intervals<<endl; 

  ofstream fout; 

  fout.open("sample_out.txt",ios::app); 

   if(!fout) 

   { 

    cout<< "Error: Could not write in output file ! " <<endl; 

    return; 

   } 

   fout<<arrivals<<"\t"<<intervals<<endl; 

   fout.close(); 

  sample[intervals]=arrivals; 

  arrivals = 0; 

  timeToIntervalEnd = slot; 

  intervals++; 

  #ifdef DE 

  cerr << T << " interval end" << endl; 

  #endif 

}

//Initialize parameters, times, and state 

void initialize(char* argv[]) 

{

  //Get parameters 

  lambda[0] = atof(argv[1]); 

  lambda[1] = atof(argv[2]); 

   omega[0] = atof(argv[3]); 

   omega[1] = atof(argv[4]); 

    z = atoi(argv[5]); 

   slot = atof(argv[6]); 

  intervalsToSimulate = atoi(argv[7]); 

//Determine start state (according to state probabilities) 

  state = !(myrand() < omega[1]/(omega[0]+omega[1])); 

//Initialize times 

  timeToArrival = negExp( lambda[state] ); 

  timeToTransition = negExp( omega[state] ); 

  timeToIntervalEnd = slot; 

}

//Reset some variables 

void reset() 

{

  arrivals = 0; 

  intervals = 0; 

}

//Update all times 

void adjustTimes( double aTime ) 

{

  timeToArrival   -= aTime; 

  timeToTransition  -= aTime; 

  timeToIntervalEnd -= aTime; 

  #ifdef DE 

   T+= aTime; 
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  #endif 

}

//Returns uniformly distributed numbers in [0..1] 

double myrand() 

{

  const long int a = 16807; 

  const long int m = 2147483647; 

  z = a*z % m; 

  return (double)z/m; 

}

//Returns exponentially distributed numbers with intensity lambda 

double negExp( double lambda ) 

{

  return -1/lambda*log( myrand() ); 

  //(Inverse of F(t)=exp(-lambda*t)) 

}

void mean() 

{

  int k = 0; 

  int i = 0; 

  long double sum = 0.00000000000000000; 

  while ( i < time_units ) 

  { 

    sum = sum + sample[i++]; 

    if( (i%50) == 0 ) 

    { 

    sample_mean[k] = sum / 50.0000000000000000; 

    k++; 

    sum = 0.00000000000000000; 

    } 

  } 

 } 

void variance() 

{

  int k = 0; 

  int i = 0; 

  long double sum = 0.0; 

  while ( i < time_units ) 

  { 

    sum = sum + ( sample[i] - sample_mean[k])*( sample[i++] - sample_mean[k]); 

    if( (i%50) == 0 ) 

    { 

    sample_var[k] = sum /50.00000000000; 

    k++; 

    sum = 0.000000000000000; 

    } 

  } 

}

void co_variance() 

{

  int      k = 0; 

  long double sum = 0.000000000000000; 
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  int      t = 0; 

  while( k < 20 ) 

  { 

    sum = 0.0000000000000000000; 

    do 

    { 

    sum = sum + (sample[t] - sample_mean[k])*(sample[t+k] - 

sample_mean[k]); 

    t++; 

    }while( (t+k) == 0 ); 

    t = t + k; 

    sample_covar[k++] = sum / 50.000000000000; 

  } 

}

void auto_cor() 

{

 for( int k=0; k<20;k++) 

 sample_autocorr[k] = sample_covar[k] / sample_var[k]; 

}

void display() 

{

  ofstream fout; 

  fout.open("Periodagram_out.txt",ios::app); 

  if(!fout) 

  { 

    cout<< "Error: Could not write in output file ! " <<endl; 

    return; 

  } 

  fout<<" mean " <<"\t"<<" variance " <<"\t"<<" co_variance "<<"\t"<<" auto_core "<<endl; 

  for(int i=0;i<20;i++) 

  { 

    fout<<sample_mean[i]<<"\t"<<sample_var[i]<<"\t \t"<<sample_covar[i]<<"\t \t"<< 

sample_autocorr[i]<<endl; 

  } 

  fout.close(); 

}
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